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“The ego seeks to divide and separate. 
Spirit seeks to unify and heal” 
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Dear readers,

The creator has endowed in each one of us treasures of love, joy
and silence within.

But the Ego and its resultant worry and fear makes us forget the
treasures, and we live like a beggar seeking love, joy and silence.
Instead of seeking, we should be providing these to others around
us.

Festivals associated with different religions are reminders for this
fact. Festivities, always brings to our minds the egalitarian society
devoid of class and creed. In this egalitarian society teaming up
happens and naturally, that helps everyone join hands to work for a
common goal of development and prosperity by sharing whatever we
have.

In such a society there is no place for division, hatred, corruption,
injustice and vengeance. In today’s world, whatever issues we come
across are the result of those created by our Ego.

So, on every auspicious occasion, let us break the ego, open the eye
of intuition to look within. Let’s bring joy and love from within. Lets
learn to share, care, team up and appreciate the goodness of
everyone around us!

SHARMILA MOHAN
PRINCIPAL
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ACHIEVEMENT 
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Top Stories of this Month; 

19th August World Photography Day

19th August World Humanitarian Day

12th August International Youth 
Day

15th August Independence Day  
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Top Stories of this Month; 

22nd August Raksha Bandhan

29th August National Sports Day

30th August Jamashtami
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INTERNATIONAL YOUTH DAY
Gateway the complete school is all set to celebrate our investiture
ceremony in line with international youth day. The time has come
once again to honour the young leaders of our school for the
academic year 2021-2022. We wish them all the very best as they
accept their responsibility and duties on the school student
council.
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INVESTITURE CEREMONY

The future is a tangible thing, shining bright and beautiful on the
horizon. These students, who are all running for positions in the
student council, have high hopes and dreams, and their passion will
surely inspire you to pursue your own dreams.
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INVESTITURE CEREMONY

➢ Head boy - Afzal Ahmed

➢ Assit Head Boy - Arun Balaji S.K

➢ Head Girl - Nikitha

➢ Assit Head Girl - Shanen Mithra

➢ Sports Captain - Bhuvanesh R

➢ Assit Sports Captain - Akshamaligha

➢ Cultural Head - Priyanka R

➢ Assit Cultural Head - A. Kishen Kumar

➢ Health and Wellness club - Rishona

➢ Literary Club - Saira George

➢ Assit Literary Club - Allan
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INVESTITURE CEREMONY

➢ Environment club - Kanika Kumaravel

➢ Digital Club - Shalin Prakash

➢ Assit Digital Club - Haran Vinod

➢ Science Club - Parvesh 
Venugopallavanya

➢ Assit Science Club - Sanjana Murali

➢ Joy House Captain - Aahana Ganesan

➢ Joy House Vice Capt - Andrea Vincent

➢ Faith House Captain - A Bhargavi

➢ Faith House Vice Capt - Nithish R

➢ Peace House Captain - Bagavathy
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INVESTITURE CEREMONY

➢ Peace House Vice Capt- Nihil Suresh J

➢ Hope House Captain - Tejasvi

➢ Hope House Vice Capt - Skanda Mahesh
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INDEPENDENCE DAY
The Indian Independence day is celebrated on August 15th of
every year. This day commemorates how we broke free from
British rule. It honors sacrifices made to save our country, so
that we never forget the valor and courage it took to gain this
independence. It is an extremely important day in Indian history,
and will be for many years to come. To honor this occasion,
Gateway the Complete school organized various competition and
felicitated the winners with certificates.
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INDEPENDENCE DAY
Students of Grade 3 exhibited their culinary skills in the
“Fireless Cooking Competition” held on 13th August 2021. The
competition was conducted with a view to creating awareness
about the nutritional value of food prepared without fire.
Students were judged on the basis of presentation, ingredients,
innovation, dish type, and preparation time. Students came up with
innovative dishes; overall it was a fun-filled experience for all the
students.
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INDEPENDENCE DAY
We all feel proud to be Indians, and it is equally important that
such feelings are instilled in the future generation too. As part of
that, we came up with interesting activities showcasing their
creative ideas like art, songs, or any other format. And this way
they will know the importance of Independence Day too. The
theme given was 'My country and Me. Grade 10 children exhibited
their patriotic feelings in different ways which are presented in
the form of video. Enjoy!! And Happy Independence day!!!!
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INDEPENDENCE DAY
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INDEPENDENCE DAY

The 75th Independence day celebrations took the virtual route
and the Junior Kindergarteners were involved in various online
activities like colouring, paper crumpling, making crafts and
learning about my country and national symbols in detail.. A virtual
fancy dress competition with the theme National Leaders was
organised and the students actively participated by keeping their
spirits high and exhibiting their patriotic attitude.
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WORLD PHOTOGRAPHY & 
HUMANITARIAN DAY

Humanitarian Photography helps to capture people in a true way
and help to express their story and their circumstances.
Students of Grade 6 to 12 participated in an activity where
they took photographs which inspired hope.
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RAKSHA BANDHAN
Raksha Bandhan, also popularly known as the Rakhi festival
celebrates the lovely relationship of brothers and sisters. The
siblings share a very special bond. Rakhi is a thread that connects
two hearts in a bond of joy forever. It’s a string that joins hearts
and relations.

Our primary children from grades 3 to 5 made their own ‘Rakhis’
and gave a speech about Raksha Bandhan."
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NATIONAL SPORTS DAY
On the occasion of National Sports day various activities like,
Balancing walk, Lemon and spoon race, scorpion walk, grab walk,
shopping bag race, Baithak race, Shifting the toys, circuit race and
marathon races were conducted virtually.
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JANMASHTAMI
On account of Krishna Janmashtami, students of grades 7(
Vedanth, Gowshik, Ethan, Kameshwar) & 8 ( Arudhraa) have
prepared a presentation on why & how do we celebrate Krishna
Janmashtami.
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SCIENCE CORNER 
We all need to eat food in order to survive! Animals in the wild often
eat other animals; and often, they get eaten too!

A food chain shows how each living thing gets food, and how
nutrients and energy are passed from one creature to another.

This is fantastic hands-on Science activity is done by our 3rd grade
GTCS students. It helped them to pick a habitat of their choice and
came up with a food chain based on the residing animals.
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WELCOME TO THE FUTURISTIC CITY- John Stephen of grade
6 has designed a spectacular city that throws a glimpse on the
near future. He has meticulously designed his future city using
materials available at home. A lot of creativity and efforts has
been put into creating this interesting piece of work!

ENGLISH CORNER 
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ART CORNER 
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❖5th September   - Teachers Day

❖8th September   - Literacy Day   

❖14th September  - Hindi Diwas

❖18th September  - Founder’s Day

❖21st September  - Peace Day

❖25th September  - Favorite Day
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